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ABSTRACT In this paper, we investigate the design of a radio resource control (RRC) protocol in the
framework of long-term evolution (LTE) of the 3rd Generation Partnership Project regarding provision
of low cost/complexity and low energy consumption machine-type communication (MTC), which is an
enabling technology for the emerging paradigm of the Internet of Things. Due to the nature and envisaged
battery-operated long-life operation ofMTC devices without human intervention, energy efficiency becomes
extremely important. This paper elaborates the state-of-the-art approaches toward addressing the challenge
in relation to the low energy consumption operation of MTC devices, and proposes a novel RRC protocol
design, namely, semi-persistent RRC state transition (SPRST), where the RRC state transition is no longer
triggered by incoming traffic but depends on pre-determined parameters based on the traffic pattern obtained
by exploiting the network memory. The proposed RRC protocol can easily co-exist with the legacy
RRC protocol in the LTE. The design criterion of SPRST is derived and the signalling procedure is
investigated accordingly. Based upon the simulation results, it is shown that the SPRST significantly reduces
both the energy consumption and the signalling overhead while at the same time guarantees the quality of
service requirements.

INDEX TERMS 3GPP, LTE, radio resource control (RRC), machine type communication (MTC),
discontinuous reception (DRX).

I. INTRODUCTION
With the revolution of innovative silicon technologies, the
end-user devices are becoming ‘‘bigger’’ and ‘‘smaller’’
at the same time in the sense that they are more sophis-
ticated and capable of conducting a variety of function-
alities while at the same time they shrink in size that
paves the way of the development of more sleek and
lightweight devices for machine type communication (MTC),
also known as machine to machine (M2M) communication.
M2M communication refers to exchange of information
(whether wireless or wired) to and from uniquely identifiable
objects and their virtual representations in an Internet-like
structure without human involvement. This creates a new
ecosystem-system that gives rise to a plethora of interest-
ing applications and new business opportunities, and hence
it is considered to be a potential enabling technology for
the emerging paradigm of the new generation of application
driven networks [1], [2].

MTC has its own peculiar constraints, such as access
limitations and lack of human intervention, which motivates
energy efficient operation with varying degrees of impor-
tance. SomeMTC devices can be connected to a stable power
supply source and hence reduced energy consumption is only
desired in order to reduce energy bills. However, the saving
in energy bills can be negligible given the low data rate and
infrequent communication requirements for MTC. In many
other scenarios, such as remote industrial areas, extra low
energy consumption is required for MTC devices due to the
constraints of limited resources of energy in the form of a
battery which could be infeasible to be replaced on a frequent
basis. An example of such an MTC device, which has low
mobility requirements, is a smart meter.

For high mobility MTC devices low energy consumption
is also required to avoid battery replacement, e.g., tracking
devices installed on animals in the wild world for research
purposes, require extra low energy consumption as well
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because it is very difficult, if not impossible, to replace or
recharge the batteries. For other application scenarios such as
cargo, body sensors, medical implants, prisoners and children
tracking, low energy consumption is also critical since a
copious power supply source is missing and a battery is not
easily accessible [3].

Considering the reasons given above, low energy con-
sumption for MTC devices is identified as one of the key
issues in the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
that is one of the main standardization bodies, and several
EU research projects, such as C2POWER and
EXALTED [4], [5]. Some research ideas in this area are
incorporated in 3GPP release 11 [6] and this topic is one of the
main focuses in 3GPP release 13 [7]. It is required by 3GPP
to improve the system design for providing mechanisms to
lower the energy consumption of MTC Devices [5]. In order
to achieve this reduction in energy consumption, we need
to understand the areas where there are better opportunities
to save energy. In this regards, the overall MTC device
energy consumption is broken down in a 3GPP study [8], [9]
to illustrate the percentage consumption of each
sub-system and some important contexts are mentioned for
user equipment (UE) power optimization in [9] and [10]
as: (1) extended discontinuous reception (DRX) to prevent
battery drain, (2) introduction of a new power saving state,
where a UE may adopt when there are longer periods of
inactivity, and (3) introduction of a new low complexity
UE category type that supports reduced transmit power.
The energy consumption needs to be reduced both in idle
and standby modes as well as the actual operation of the
transceiver. Since several types of MTC devices spend the
majority of their time in idle mode, this context of energy effi-
cient operation becomes an area of paramount importance.

Various solutions for extra low energy consumption MTC
devices have been proposed in the literature from different
perspectives, see [11]–[14] where the network operations
including routing and scheduling is optimized to minimize
the impact on device’s battery usage. As mentioned previ-
ously, DRX is proposed to save energy in LTE and LTE-A
networks [15]–[21]. The idea of DRX is that a UE is only
activated for a short period of time to check the incoming
data and gets into sleep-mode for a long period of time if
no data is coming. The interval between the beginnings of
two UE activation periods is defined as DRX cycle. The
power saving potentials of DRX are analysed in [18] and [19]
and it is proposed to use a mixture of short and long cycles
to further improve the effectiveness of DRX mechanism.
Clearly, DRX mechanism will cause latency issue because
the packets that arrive during sleep-mode have to wait until
the UE is activated. The trade-off between energy saving and
latency is studied in [20] and [21], where effective
DRX configurations are proposed to increase the energy
saving without significant increase in latency of active traffic.
However, it is pointed out in [22]–[24] that even with DRX,
the energy consumption of LTE devices is still significantly
larger than 3G and WiFi devices, especially for small data

packet transmission that happens to be one of the most
typical and important cases in MTC Communication.
It implies that the current state of the art mobile commu-
nication systems, e.g., LTE and LTE-A, are not designed to
support the new paradigm of MTC and therefore rethinking
the way of designing the cellular networks is becoming more
and more important. It is towards this objective this paper
intends to make a contribution.

One of the potential areas to improve energy efficiency is
the design of Radio Resource Control (RRC) protocol, specif-
ically for MTC devices. The normal RRC mechanism in LTE
is investigated in [25] and [26], where RRC_Connected and
RRC_Idle states are defined for UEs being in active-mode
and sleep-mode, respectively. The statistics of RRC state
transition is studied in [27] in order to approximate the
distribution of mobile users in RRC_Connected state.
Further enhancement of RRC mechanism is presented
in [28] to reduce signalling overhead when establishing
RRC connections. However, considering the unique charac-
teristics of MTC devices, following issues can be identified
in the current LTE RRC procedure:

1) The long inter-arrival time of MTC traffic is not taken
into consideration, which is typically a couple of tens of
seconds [8]. During this long inter-arrival period,
a UE wakes up periodically to check the paging
message, which drains the UE battery;

2) Additionally, due to the long inter-arrival time, once the
RRC connection is established, there is normally only
one MTC packet to be transmitted/received in most of
the cases and a few hundred bits signalling overhead is
then added on top of each MTC packet [25];

3) The extremely low mobility, or zero mobility scenario,
for certain MTC devices, e.g., smart meters, is not
considered.

In this paper, we propose a novel Radio Resource
Control (RRC) procedure suitable for MTC communication
to reduce both the energy consumption of MTC devices and
the signalling overhead for LTE networks. The main contri-
butions can be summarized as follows:

1) Based on the MTC traffic parameters obtained by
exploiting the network memory, a novel RRC protocol
is designed by taking into account the unique character-
istics of MTC devices, e.g., small packet transmission,
low mobility, and high latency tolerance;

2) The delay and signalling overhead of the proposed
RRC protocol are analysed and probability density
function (pdf) and cumulative density function (CDF)
of delay are derived. Furthermore, the design criterions
of the proposed protocol subject to certain QoS require-
ments are provided;

3) Comprehensive energy consumption analysis and
comparison based on an empirically derived power
model [22] of a commercial LTE network is conducted
for the current and proposed RRC protocols;

4) Additionally, system level simulations are carried out
to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed RRC protocol
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from the perspectives of delay, signalling overhead and
energy consumption for typical MTC traffic patterns in
the framework of 3GPP LTE, where MTC devices and
normal LTE devices co-exist.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The current
RRC procedure and DRX operation in LTE networks are
briefly introduced in the next section. In section III, the novel
RRC protocol design is presented and the design criterions
and energy consumption analysis are given. In section IV,
system level simulation results are presented with some
discussions and thereafter section V concludes the paper.

II. RRC PROTOCOL AND DRX OPERATION
IN LTE NETWORKS
RRC protocol layer exists in both the UE and eNodeB (eNB)
and provides main services and functions such as paging,
establishing and releasing of an RRC connection, etc. In this
section, we will very briefly introduce the RRC state transi-
tion and the DRX procedure in the current LTE networks.

FIGURE 1. RRC state transition in LTE.

A. RRC PROCEDURE IN LTE NETWORKS
As shown in Fig. 1, there are two states for LTE UEs:
RRC_Idle and RRC_Connected [25]. In RRC_Idle state,
a UE has already registered with the network but is
not connected and thus there is no radio link estab-
lished between the network and itself. The UE needs
to monitor a paging channel to detect incoming traf-
fic, acquires system information and performs neighbour-
ing cell measurement and cell reselection. Once downlink
(DL)/uplink (UL) traffic activity happens, the UE is moved
to RRC_Connected, where it has an Evolved-Universal.
Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN) RRC con-
nection and the network can transmit/receive data to/from
the UE. After the eNB has cleared its transmission (Tx)
buffer and does not detect any uplink data from the UE,
a UE inactivity timer is activated. Once the UE inactivity
timer expires, a RRC connection release message is sent from
the network and the UE goes back to RRC_Idle state.

B. DRX OPERATION IN LTE NETWORKS
DRX can be configured for both RRC_Idle and
RRC_Connected states. In RRC_Idle state, the UE only
monitors Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) at
pre-determined occasions and during the rest of time, it
goes to sleep to save energy. In RRC_Connected state, in
order to reduce latency in physical layer transmission a
number of timers enforcing additional active time for the
UE reception (Rx) circuitry are used. The details of DRX
operation and the meaning of these timers are explained
in Appendix A.

The current RRC protocol andDRXoperation are designed
targeting the UEs with high traffic demand, where it is
assumed that once a new traffic packet arrives and a
RRC connection is established, more following traffic
packets are expected to arrive. Thus it would bemore efficient
to wait for the following packets in the RRC_Connected state
rather than switching back to RRC_Idle state immediately
after the transmission of the current packet to avoid frequent
RRC state transitions. However, considering the unique prop-
erties of MTC devices with very low traffic volume, infre-
quent and intermittent data bursts and low mobility in many
cases, no follow up packets is expected thus waiting for the
next packet in RRC_Connected state will cause unnecessary
energy consumption. This incompatibility between RRC and
DRX protocol design and MTC device requirements is a key
problem whose solution has the potential for improving the
energy efficiency of the MTC devices.

III. PROPOSED SEMI-PERSISTENT RRC STATE
TRANSITION PROTOCOL
A Semi-Persistent RRC State Transition (SPRST) scheme
is proposed in this section for saving the energy of
MTC devices. This scheme makes use of the network mem-
ory and can be divided into a measurement stage and a
SPRST stage as shown in Fig. 2 and the defined new timers
and related parameters are summarized in Table 1.

FIGURE 2. Stage transition of the proposed scheme.
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TABLE 1. New timers and related parameters.

A. RRC STATE TRANSITION MECHANISM
The objective of the measurement stage is to obtain key
statistical characteristics of the MTC traffic. Assuming
Poisson process for MTC traffic [8], the key traffic parameter
to be measured is the mean packet inter-arrival time Tint .
It should be noted that some studies have revealed that there
exist some traffic types that do not satisfy the conditions of
Poisson process. In such cases, the proposed RRC protocol
design should be modified to improve energy efficiency and
at the same time satisfy the QoS requirements. However, this
is out of the scope of this work and will be of great interest to
be investigated in the future.

In 3GPP at the MTC Work Item in Radio Access Network
Working Group 2 (RAN WG2) [29], it was discussed that
the Core Network (CN) could provide statistics on packet
inter-arrival times for all the radio bearers of a UE based
upon global observations. An alternative approach would be
to determine the inter-arrival times at the eNBs based on local
measurements. In either case, measurements need to be made
and we assume that the duration of measurement stage is Tms
which could be different for each UE. In this stage, normal
RRC transition and DRX procedures are carried out.

Once the measurement stage is complete,
i.e., timer Tms expires, and Tint is obtained, the eNB should
notify the UE to enter the SPRST stage as depicted in Fig. 2.
For this purpose, a single bit information defined as SPRST
indicator can be sent from the eNB to the UE. The duration of
the SPRST stage is determined by a timer Tmode at the eNB.
Once Tmode expires, the eNB sends the SPRST indicator bit
to notify the UE to move back to the measurement stage with
normal RRC operation.

The flow chart of the operations for the eNB and UE is
provided in Fig. 3. In the SPRST stage, unlike the current
RRC procedure where the RRC transition from RRC_Idle
to RRC_Connected is triggered by the incoming traffic, a
new timer Ttrans is defined to control the state transition.
This timer is determined depending on the traffic pattern
characterized by Tini and other Quality of Service (QoS)
requirements which are discussed later in section III.B and
should be sent by the eNB to the UE during the RRC estab-
lishment procedure. If a packet arrives at the eNB before
Ttrans expires, this packet is buffered at the eNB. At the
UE side, the UE keeps silent without being activated to
check the paging messages periodically. Once the timer Ttrans
expires, the UE starts the Random Access Procedure (RAP)
by sending the random access (RA) preamble to the eNB
followed by the RRC establishment procedure, and Ttrans can

FIGURE 3. Flow chart.

be reset immediately if necessary. In other words, every time
Ttrans expires, the network automatically performs RRC tran-
sition from RRC_Idle state to RRC_Connected state, i.e., the
RRC transition happens periodically depending solely on
Ttrans but not on the incoming traffic. Thus there is no need for
the UE to periodically check paging messages in RRC_Idle
state and the consumed energy can be saved. This scheme
is named as semi-persistent scheme because the value of
the timer Ttrans is constant over a period of time but can be
changed from time to time. An extreme case is persistent
RRC state transition where the value of Ttrans is constant
during the whole operation of SPRST stage. Different from
DRX, which operates within each RRC state, the proposed
strategy works on RRC layer directly and it can easily
co-exists with other LTEUEs applying normal RRC protocol.

In the existing LTE systems, as mentioned before, a RRC
inactivity timer is required to command the UE to move back
to RRC_Idle state. In the SPRST protocol, this timer is no
longer needed. The eNB sends the RRC release message
once the buffer is cleared and no UL data is detected or
expected. Without the UE inactivity timer, the UE is expected
to stay in DRX mode of RRC_Connected state for a very
short time before moving back to RRC_Idle state. This will
provide further energy saving potentials as will be shown in
the simulation section.

B. DESIGN CRITERIONS OF RRC TRANSITION CYCLE Ttrans
The design of Ttrans is subject to three pre-defined
service requirements: delay tolerance, false transmission
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probability and average signalling overhead ratio. They are
further explained below.

1) DELAY TOLERANCE
In the SPRST stage, it is expected that the transmission
endures certain level of delay because as long as the system
is in RRC_Idle state, the arrived packets are buffered at the
eNB and wait for the RRC state transition. Clearly, the delay,
denoted as Td , is a random variable and the longer the Ttrans,
the larger the delay is envisaged. There are three different
ways to demonstrate the delay caused by the SPRST protocol:
(1) maximal delay Tmax , (2) average delay Tave, and
(3) probability delay TP which indicates that with a given
target probability P, we have Prob {Td ≤ TP} = P. The
maximal delay Tmax is equal to Ttrans − Tfal , where Tfal is
the duration of the UE staying in RRC_Connected state but
has nothing to transmit/receive. If Tfal � Ttrans, Tmax can be
approximated by Ttrans.
In order to obtain Tave and TP, we need to derive the

probability density function (pdf) of the random variable Td .

FIGURE 4. MTC packets arrival process. (a) Poisson process. (b) Simplified
Poisson process.

Assuming Poisson process for MTC traffic with mean
arrival rate λ = 1/Tini as shown in Fig. 4 (a), we consider the
general case where N packets are assumed to arrive between
time (l−1)Ttrans and lTtrans. The n-th packet arrives at time

sn = (l − 1)Ttrans +
n∑
i=1

xi, (1)

where xi is the inter-arrival time between packet (i-1) and
i except x1. Since all the packets arrived during time
[(l-1)Ttrans, lTtrans) are buffered at the eNB and sent until time
lTtrans, the delay of the n-th packet is given as

dn = lTtrans − (l − 1)Ttrans −
n∑
i=1

xi = Ttrans −
n∑
i=1

xi. (2)

For the first packet, the inter-arrival time between itself
and the previous packet is z1. Clearly, z1 and x2 to xN follow
the exponential distribution and are independent from each
other. If l = 1, z1 = x1; otherwise z1 ≥ x1. However,
according to [30], x1 also follows the exponential distribution
and is independent from x2 to xN . This means that dn has no

relevance to l so that we can consider a simplified case as
shown in Fig. 4 (b) and we have

sn =
n∑
i=1

xi, (3)

where sn follows the Erlang distribution [30].
If N = 1, i.e., there is only one packet arrived during

time [0, Ttrans). The joint density for X1 and S2 is

fX1S2 (x1, s2) = fX1 (x1) fX2 (s2 − x1) . (4)

The marginal density of S2 can be obtained by integrating X1
out from the joint density, which takes the form:

fX1S2 (x1, s2) = λ
2 exp (−λx1) exp (−λ (s2 − x1))

= λ2 exp (−λs2), for 0 ≤ x1 ≤ s2. (5)

Obviously, the jointly density does not contain x1. Thus, for
a fixed s2, the conditional density of X1 given S2 = s2 is
uniform over 0 ≤ x1 ≤ s2. Considering N = 1, it implies
that Ttrans ≤ s2 so that the conditional density of X1 is also
uniform over 0 ≤ x1 ≤ Ttrans. It is easy to see that the delay dn
also follows the uniform distribution over [0, Ttrans).

For the more general cases, the same behaviour is observed
here as

fS1SN+1 (s1, . . . , sN , sN+1) = λ
2 exp (−λsN+1),

for 0 ≤ s1 ≤ · · · sN ≤ sN+1. (6)

The joint density does not contain any arrival time other
than sn, except for the ordering constraint 0 ≤ s1 ≤ . . . ≤

sN+1, and thus this joint density is constant over all choices
of arrival times satisfying the ordering constraint. If any
sn is uniformly distributed, the delay dn is also uniformly
distributed and the pdf and CDF functions are, respectively,

p (dn)=
1

Ttrans
, F (dn)=

1
Ttrans

dn, for 0≤dn≤Ttrans.

(7)

This equation reveals a very important conclusion that the
distribution of the delay is solely determined by Ttrans and
bears no relevance to the inter-arrival time. Then we have

Tave = Ttrans/2, TP = PTtrans. (8)

Even though the machine type traffic is usually delay toler-
ant, it does not mean that the MTC devices can stand infinite
delay. We thereby identify three constraints on the delay in
this work. In order to satisfy all the constraints identified
in (8), Ttrans is given as

Ttrans ≤ min {Tmax, 2Tave,TP/P} . (9)

2) FALSE TRANSITION PROBABILITY
Pfal – Pfal is defined as the probability that no data packet
arrives during Ttrans so that although the RRC transition is
conducted, no data is transmitted after the RRC connection
is established. Thus the energy consumed by the signalling
exchange is wasted. Generally speaking, the shorter the Ttrans,
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the smaller the false possibility is. The false transition
probability Pfal can be easily obtained based on the distri-
bution of the Poisson process as

Pfal = exp (−λTtrans). (10)

Given a target Pfal , we should have

Ttrans ≥ −Tint lnPfal . (11)

3) SIGNALLING OVERHEAD RATIO
Another factor that needs to be considered is the signalling
overhead ratio, i.e., signalling overhead per packet. Since the
MTC traffic is generally intermittent bursty data packets, the
relative amount of signalling over user plane data could be
very large because RRC connection establishment and release
require a few hundred bits at a time for very small amount of
data to be transmitted [25]. In this regard, it is more efficient
that multiple packets are buffered at the eNB and transmit-
ted to the MTC UE in one occasion of RRC connection
establishment and release. The SPRST protocol inherently
fits to implement this idea. Assuming that at least K packets
are transmitted with one RRC transition (signalling overhead
ratio 1/K ) with a probability of PK , it can be expressed as

PK = 1−
K−1∑
k=0

exp (−λTtrans) (λTtrans)k

k!
= f (Ttrans), (12)

where f (.) is defined as a function of Ttrans as illustrated
in (12). Then the constraint is

Ttrans ≥ f −1 (Pk). (13)

Combining the three constraints, we have

max
{
f −1 (Pk) ,−Tint lnPfal

}
≤ Ttrans ≤ min {Tmax, 2Tave,TP/P} . (14)

There is generally a requirement that the eNB should know
whether the particular MTC UE that is being paged is under
its cell. Considering the fact that some MTC devices are
with extremely low mobility or even static, it is unlikely that
the UE will be associated with a different eNB during the
whole process and thus the aforementioned constraints can
be satisfied. It should be noted that estimation of Tint during
the measurement stage might not be accurate and with this
estimation error the design might not be able to meet the
QoS requirements, such as latency. However, we assume
perfect estimation in this paper and leave the analysis of
estimation error for future work.

C. ENERGY CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS
The energy consumption analysis is based on the empirical
power models derived from a commercial LTE network [22]
and the parameters and power consumption are summa-
rized in Table 2. Here we only focus on DL data and since
the impact of UL ACK/NACK is minor and their energy
consumption is ignored.

TABLE 2. Parameters and power model [22].

When the UE is in RRC_Idle, the energy consumption in
one DRX cycle is

EIdle =
(
Tpi − Toni

)
PTpi + ToniPToni. (15)

The procedure that the UE transits from RRC_Idle to
RRC_Connected is called promotion [22] and the promotion
energy consumption is

Eprom = TpromPprom. (16)

In RRC_Connected state data reception starts once
PDCCH indicates a new transmission from the eNB.
In the meantime, DRX inactivity timer starts. The energy
consumption is

Edata = TdataPdata + (Ti − Tdata)PTon, (17)

where Tdata is the data transmission time depending on the
size of the data block and allocated resources and Pdata is the
power given by a linear function of throughput td

Pdata = αd td + β. (18)

In the current LTE RRC protocol, once the DRX inactivity
timer expires, the UE moves to short DRX cycle and short
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DRX cycle timer starts. The energy consumption is

Es =
Tis
Tps

((
Tps − Ton

)
PTps + TonPTon

)
. (19)

After the short DRX cycle timer expires, the UE moves to
long DRX cycle and the RRC inactivity timer Ttail starts. The
energy consumption is

Etail =
Ttail
Tpl

((
Tpl − Ton

)
PTpl + TonPTon

)
. (20)

Therefore, the overall energy consumption for one
RRC establishment/release is given as

ERRC = NIdleEIdle + Eprom + Edata + Es + Etail, (21)

where NIdle is the number of DRX cycle in RRC_Idle before
transition to RRC_Connected.

In the SPRST protocol, paging is not needed in RRC_Idle
asmentioned before and then the consumed energy is given as
EIdle_SPRST = TpiPTpi. The promotion and data transmission
energy is the same as the current RRC protocol. However,
the RRC inactivity timer is no longer needed as mentioned
previously. Actually, the short DRX cycle timer is not needed
either thus the overall energy consumption is merely

ESPRST = NIdleEIdle_SPRST + Eprom + Edata. (22)

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we assume that the MTC traffic follows
Poisson process and demonstrate the improvement of the
proposed new RRC protocol.

We first verify the distribution of the delay given Ttrans with
standalone simulation. It should be noted that the actual delay
for a packet not only includes the time when it stays in the
buffer, denoted as Tbuffer , but also the promotion time Tprom
during which the RRC state transition happens, the timewhen
the packet is being transmitted in RRC_Connected state,
denoted as Trc, and propagation delay Tpg as

Tlatency = Tbuffer + Tprom + Trc + Tpg. (23)

The distribution derived in the previous section only takes
Tbuffer in to account but as long as the mean inter-arrival time
is long enough so that Tbuffer � Tprom+Trc+Tpg, Tlatency can
be approximated as Tbuffer . Fig. 5 depicts the Cumulative
Distribution Function (CDF) of the buffering delay Tbuffer
with mean inter-arrival time Ttrans = 1. Clearly, the
Monte-Carlo simulation results coincide with ideal uniform
distribution, which confirms the conclusion in (7).

System level performance evaluation is then performed
based on the parameters in Table 3. It is proposed in 3GPP
that MTC devices should operate on reduced frequency
bandwidth to co-exist with other normal LTE devices, such as
smart phones and laptops [31]. In this regard, we assume that
theMTC devices only occupy the central 6 Physical Resource
Blocks (PRBs) and the rest of the PRBs are used by normal
LTE UEs, which is in line with assumptions adopted in 3GPP
work item [8].

FIGURE 5. CDF of delay.

As stated earlier, Ttrans should be designed subject to
certain constraints. Considering a smart meter application
scenario with high latency tolerance, here we make the fol-
lowing assumptions: 1) Maximal delay = 250s, 2) Average
delay ≤ 100s, 3) 99 percent of delay should be smaller
than 200s, 4) False transition probability Pfal ≤ 0.05, and
5) Once the RRC connection is established, the probabil-
ity of transmitting at least 2 packets is more than 90%,
i.e., PK ≥ 0.9 (K = 2). Based on (8)-(14), we have

max
{
f −1 (0.9) = 160,−Tint ln 0.05 = 89.87

}
≤ Ttrans

and

Ttrans ≤ min {Tmax = 250, 2Tave = 200,TP/P = 202.2}.

(24)

Thus Ttrans should be chosen in the range of [160,200] and
we can define Ttrans = (Tmin + Tmax)/2=180.
When a packet arrives during RRC_Idle state, it will be

saved in the buffer of the eNB. Fig. 6 plots the CDF of
the number of buffered packets in the eNB with different
mean inter-arrival time. We notice that for a given Ttrans, a
shorter mean inter-arrival time will increase the probability
of a packet being buffered and thus will cause a larger queue
size at the eNB. The maximal queue size is increased from
19 to 21 packets for Ttrans = 20 s and 30 s, respectively.
Generally speaking, because the packet size of MTC traffic
is small and the inter-arrival time is large, it is unlikely for
the proposed SPRST protocol to cause any buffer overflow
problem. It should be noted that all the packets in the buffer
can be sent with only one signalling overhead. The average
queue size is 8 packets so that the average signalling overhead
ratio is reduced to approximately 1/8.

Fig. 7 depicts the CDF of latency Tlatency with differ-
ent number of MTC UEs per sector and packet sizes.
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TABLE 3. Simulation parameters.

FIGURE 6. CDF of buffered packets.

All the curves almost coincide with each other because
Tbuffer � Tprom + Trc + Tpg and Tlatency is dominated
by Tbuffer , which is independent from the number of UEs

FIGURE 7. CDF of latency.

FIGURE 8. Latency (Pout = 0.01).

and the packet size. If we define the outage probability as
Pout = Pr(Tlatency ≤ target Tlatency), the latency values with
Pout = 0.01 are depicted in Fig. 8.

We notice that latency increases with both the number of
UEs and the packet size. However, given a larger packet size,
latency is more sensitive to the number of UEs. Considering
the fact that the packet size for MTC UEs is normally very
small, latency will not be severely degraded even with a very
large number of MTC UEs. When much smaller Tint , Ttrans
and a large packet size are considered, the duration of the
transmission, i.e., Trc becomes comparable with Tbuffer and
thus the curves are no longer overlapping as shown in Fig. 9.
Moreover, the same trend is observed for latency with
0.01 outage probability in Fig. 10.

Table 4 compares the constraints and the actual results
based on system level simulations. Clearly, all the constraints
are satisfied.
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FIGURE 9. CDF of latency.

FIGURE 10. Latency (Pout = 0.01).

TABLE 4. Constraints vs. simulation results.

Next the energy efficiency analysis is conducted consider-
ing the DRX parameters and UE power model defined in [22]
as listed in Table 5. Considering the small size of the MTC
traffic packets, unlike in [22] where the target traffic is normal
LTE traffic such as web surfing, here Ti and Ttail are chosen
to be small values.

Fig. 11 depicts the CDF of average power of MTC users
in terms of Watts for the proposed SPRST protocol and

TABLE 5. DRX parameters and UE power model.

FIGURE 11. Energy consumption.

FIGURE 12. Energy consumption.

original LTE RRC protocol, where the RRC state transition
is triggered by incoming traffic. It is clearly shown that the
average energy consumption is reduced by around 90% due
to the following reasons:

1) Less number of RRC state transitions, e.g., fewer
promotions;
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2) No paging in RRC_Idle for SPRST;
3) As mentioned above, the RRC inactivity timer is not

needed and RRC connection is released once the eNB
buffer is cleared and no uplink transmission is detected.
Hence, UE stays in DRX mode in RRC_Connected
state for a much shorter time and thus the energy con-
sumption during DRX cycle in RRC_Connected state
is saved.

Fig. 12 also compares the average MTC UE power for
different Ttrans values. It is illustrated that a shorter Ttrans
leads to a higher average power. This is mainly because a
shorter Ttrans means more RRC state transitions.

V. CONCLUSIONS
A novel RRC protocol is designed for MTC devices in
LTE networks in this paper. Compared with DRX, which
is basically a MAC layer operation targeting at the UEs
with high traffic demand and medium to high mobility, the
proposed scheme operates in the RRC layer. The existing
schemes of discontinuous transmission and reception do not
take traffic pattern into consideration thus are less adaptive
to traffic variations. On the contrary, the proposed scheme
takes advantage of the unique properties of MTC devices:
long inter-arrival time, small packet size and extremely low
mobility, and is more adaptive to the traffic pattern changes in
the sense that the parameters are determined by the measure-
ment results via exploiting the network memory, which has
not been taken into consideration before. With the proposed
new protocol, monitoring the paging occasions in RRC_Idle
state is not needed and the RRC signalling overhead as well
as energy consumption can be significantly reduced. It is
proposed in 3GPP that M2M devices operate on a different
narrow bandwidth from normal LTE UEs [8], [31]. By doing
this, the MTC traffic and normal LTE traffic are separated
and thus different RRC protocols can be easily employed
simultaneously.

APPENDIX A
The DRX timers are listed and their meanings are
explained in Table 6. The length of these timers is in
general a trade-off between eNB scheduler freedom and
UE power saving opportunity. Some examples are given
in Fig. 13.

Whenever PDCCH indicates a new transmission for either
downlink or uplink, the DRX on duration is extended by
‘drx-InactivityTime’. For downlink HARQ process, each
subframe where the UE may expect a retransmission
is a beginning of a number of subframes of on dura-
tion defined by ‘drx-RetransmissionTimer’. The DRX
also goes into activity time whenever the UE sends a
Scheduling Request (SR) in the Physical Uplink Control
Channel (PUCCH).

There are two different ways for the UE to enter
DRX opportunity: 1) the UE enters DRX opportunity once
the DRX inactivity timer expires, and 2) the network sends a
DRX command by setting the Logic Channel ID (LCID) in

TABLE 6. DRX parameters [33].

FIGURE 13. DRX operation in RRC_Connected state.

the MAC sub-header [15], [34]. Two different DRX cycles
are defined as follows:
• Long DRX cycle: the fundamental cycle length that is
always present in DRX.

• Short DRX cycle: optional, if short DRX is configured,
the UE enters short DRX mode at the beginning of each
DRX cycle, and enters long DRX mode after the
DRX short cycle timer expires.
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